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The EA7-T8C is no longer in production.  For replacement hardware, you have two choices:   

• EA9-T8CL www.adcpn.com/pn/ea9-t8cl  
• EA9-T10WCL www.adcpn.com/pn/ea9-t10wcl 

The 10WCL panel is less expensive than the T8CL because of manufacturing costs.   The screen 
manufacturers are shifting their focus away from the smaller 8" towards the 10" wide format.  The 8" 
screens are getting harder to source, which means making the T8CL is getting more expensive. 

Both the EA9-T8CL and the EA9-10WCL have the same cutout size as the EA7-T8C, so the existing EA7 
panel cutout will not have to be modified for either size of the EA9 panel.  

The C-More EA9 software is a free download, the latest version can be found at 
https://www.automationdirect.com/support/software-downloads  
 
If you have a copy of the EA7 project on disk, you can use the EA9 software to open the old EA7 
project.  It will convert it to the new EA9 format and there is nothing that you really must do.  You need 
to have a disk copy though, since the EA9 software cannot talk to the EA7 hardware.  If the EA7 panel is 
still functioning, you should be able to use the EA7 software to extract the project out of the EA7 
panel.  If you do not have the EA7 software, then you can back up the EA7 onto a USB stick.   See 
Chapter 5 of the EA7 Hardware manual 
https://cdn.automationdirect.com/static/manuals/eauserm/eauserm.pdf for details about using the 
USB backup. 
 
The old programming and PLC communications cables are the same between the EA7 and the EA9, so 
there is nothing that you need to purchase additionally.  If you go with a EA9-T8CL, then the project 
converts over and there are no changes that you must make.  If you go with the 10” panel, when you 
download to the new EA9 panel, it will give you the option to stretch out the objects to fill the screen, or 
it will load it in the original resolution.  If you use original resolution, you will have a black band on both 
sides of the screen.  If the software adjusts your original EA7 project to fit the larger screen, you might 
want to adjust some object properties (text or shape) for personal preference. 
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